Abstract. The theory of adjoint functors has been used by Morita to develop a theory of Frobenius and quasi-Frobenius extensions subsuming the work of Kasch, Müller, Nakayama, and others. We use adjoint functors to define a pairing of the two rings and develop a theory of relative projective and injective modules for pairings generalizing that of Hochschild for extensions.
for M e RJ( and N e sJ(. If G is a left adjoint of £ and £ has a right adjoint H: sJt -> RJ(, we shall say that the triple (G, £, H) is an adjoint triple. Such an adjoint triple of functors is uniquely determined up to natural isomorphism by any one of the functors G, F, or H.
For two rings £ and S, we define a pairing of R and S to be an adjoint triple (G, £, H) where £: «Ji -*■ SM and G,H:S^-+ RJ(. We shall say that R and S are paired if there exists such a pairing. In §1 we review Morita's characterization of adjoint triples of functors, and his generalization [20] of the Frobenius and quasi-Frobenius extensions of Kasch [18] , Müller [22] , [23] , and others.
In §2 we use methods of Morita [20] to develop a theory of relative projective and injective modules for pairings generalizing that of Hochschild [14] for extensions.
Pairings may be used naturally to study the separable algebras of Auslander and Goldman [2] . In §3 we define a "strongly separable pairing" generalizing strongly separable (i.e. finitely generated projective separable) algebras and give the basic properties of such pairings. In §4 we then use a pairing associated with ring extensions to define "strongly separable extensions" of rings and generalize certain theorems of Auslander and Goldman to these extensions.
We show in §3 that strongly separable pairings are closely connected with the theory of category equivalences. It is natural to ask what properties are shared by rings which are strongly separably paired. In §5 we show that most properties shared by rings with equivalent categories of modules are also shared by strongly separably paired rings. Some examples are left and right homological dimensions and chain conditions on left or right ideals. However, the lattices of two-sided ideals of such rings need not be isomorphic. for all M e RJ( and A' e sJi, we shall say that the triple (G, £, H) is an adjoint triple of functors. By a theorem of Kan [17] , an adjoint triple (G, £, if) is determined to within natural isomorphism by £. Moreover, in [20] Morita gave the following characterization of adjoint triples.
with bimodules SPR and RQS satisfying either (a) PR is finitely generated and projective, (b) RQsSrP* = *HomB (SPR, R)s or, equivalently, (a') rQ is finitely generated and projective, (b') sFB^sÖ* = sHomÄ (RQS, R)R. Specifically, if (a) and (h) hold, then for p e P, me M, and n e N, natural isomorphisms XMy. Homs ( wnere {xa} and{fi} are a dual basis for PR.
When we wish to emphasize the bimodule SPR which corresponds to an adjoint triple (G, F, H), we shall call F the bimodule associated with the adjoint triple. As a consequence of Theorem 1.1, there is a one-to-one correspondence betwen pairings of R and S and isomorphism classes of bimodules SPR which are finitely generated and projective as F-modules.
1.2. Example. Suppose there is a unital ring homomorphism R-+S (e.g., R is a subring of S, or R is commutative and S is an Ä-algebra). Then RSS is a bimodule and Ss is finitely generated and projective, so the functors such that <p'm<Pm= W) and 0m0m= Iwmv Again in this case we write G~H. If GiM) = sNR <g>R M and HiM) = sNR ®B Af, it is clear that G~H iff SNR~SN'R.
Let (G, £, i/) be a pairing of £ and S, and consider the following conditions on G and H.
(1) G and # are naturally equivalent. If (G, £, //) is a QF pairing, the functor G must have a left adjoint since G~H. By uniqueness of adjoints, this functor must be similar to £. We thus have the following additional characterizations of Frobenius and QF pairings.
Corollary.
Let (G, £, H) be a pairing of R and S with associated bimodule SPR. Then (G, £, H) is a QF pairing iff SPR satisfies (a) s£ and PR are finitely generated and projective, Let S be an extension of £ with SR finitely generated and projective, and recall the pairing iG,F,H) of Example 1.2. Following Morita, we say that S is a Frobenius extension of £ in case this pairing is Frobenius, and that S is a quasiFrobenius (QF) extension of £ in case this pairing is QF. As Morita showed, these concepts generalize the Frobenius and QF extensions studied by Kasch, Müller, Nakayama, and others. By Theorem 1.3, S is a QF extension of £ iff RSS ~ BHomB isSR, R)s, while S is a Frobenius extension of £ iff BSS s ÄHomB isSB, R)s. such that F(g): F(X) -+ F(X') is a split monomorphism, there is an F-homomorphism n : X' -> M such that /= hg.
These definitions generalize those of Hochschild [14] , for if S is an extension of R and H: SJ( -> RJ( is the restriction functor of Example 1.2, the //-projective and //-injective S-modules are precisely the (S, .R)-projective and (S, F)-injective S-modules respectively.
It is clear from our definitions that direct summands and finite direct sums of F-projective or F-injective modules are again F-projective or F-injective.
In our development below we characterize relative projective and injective modules for functors in adjoint triples. We do not, in general, require the full strength of such triples for our results. Those characterizations of relative projective modules require only that our functor have a left adjoint, while those of relative injective modules require only that our functor have a right adjoint. and pi e P with 2í7¡(Fí) = Fs, so that PR is a generator [20] .
(d) implies (e). Suppose every injective RM is F-injective. Let 0^RA be arbitrary; we claim that F ®B A ^0. Let BF be the injective hull of A. Since E is F-injective, ßE : E -+ HF(E) is a monomorphism, so ßE(x) + 0 for all 0 + xeE. But j8£ is defined by ßAx)(p) =P ® x ; thus for any 0+x e E, P ®B Tex+0. In particular, P %RRx±0 for any 0#x e yi, so that F ®B ,4^0. Thus by [15 (e) implies (c). This will follow by an argument similar to that of (e) implies (a) once we show that ßM : M -> HF(M) is a monomorphism for all RM. But suppose PR is a generator and take any M e RJt and any me M. Then ifßM(m)=0, P ®B Rm = 0, so that Rm=0 and m = 0. So )3M is a monomorphism for any BM.
Relative homological algebra of QF extensions has been studied in [10] and [12] . It was shown there that if 5 is a QF extension of R, then a module SN is (S, Ä)-projective iff it is (S, F)-injective. This generalizes easily to QF pairings.
Proposition. Let (G, F, H) be a QF pairing of R and S. Then M e gJi is F-projective iff it is F-injective.
Proof. Let M be F-projective. Then M is isomorphic to a direct summand of GF(M). But G~H, so GF(M)~HF(M); so since HF(M) is F-injective, M is F-injective. The converse is similar.
This property characterizes those algebras A over a commutative subring K such that A is a QF extension of K.
2.5. Proposition. Let A be an algebra over a subring K of the center of A. Then A is a QF extension of K iff AK is finitely generated and projective and the (A, K)-projective and (A, K)-injective modules coincide.
Proof. Assume that AK is finitely generated and projective and that the 04, £)-projective and 04, £)-injective modules coincide.
Since AA is projective, it is iA, £)-projective and thus 04, £)-injective. Thus A is isomorphic to a direct summand of HomK iKA, KA) [14] . But KA is finitely generated and projective, so there is a split epimorphism 0 2n kK-+ kA ->■ 0. Thus there is a split epimorphism © ^n AHomK iKA, K) ^-AHomK iKA, KA) ^-0, so there is a split epimorphism 0 ]>n ¿Hom^ iKA, K) -> AA -+ 0. But since A is an algebra over K, this map is in fact a bimodule split epimorphism 0 2n ¿Horn,,: (Ky4, £),j.
-> *4* -> 0.
A similar argument, using the fact that HomK iKA, KA) must be iA, £)-projective, shows that there is a bimodule split epimorphism 0 2m a^k -*■ ¿Hom^ iKA, K)K -> 0. Thus AAK~ AWomK iKA, K)K and A is a QF extension of K.
The converse is well known; see for example [10] .
3. Strongly separable pairings. In this section we define a type of pairing generalizing strongly separable algebras over commutative rings. For this we use the theories of QF pairings and relative homological algebra developed above.
Let A be an algebra over the commutative ring £ and consider the iA, A)-homomorphism a: A ®K A^-A via ct(x <g> y) = xy. Then A is called a separable £-algebra in case a is iA, /l)-split; i.e., in case there is an iA, yl)-homomorphism t: A -* A ®K A with ot=lA. Equivalently, A is separable over £in case there are sets {a), {bi}^A such that 2aA = u and a(2a'® M = (2 a'® bAa for all a e A. A separable algebra is called strongly separable in case AK is finitely generated and projective.
The following characterization of faithful, strongly separable algebras leads to our definition of strongly separable pairings.
3.1. Proposition. Let A be an algebra over a commutative subring K of the center of A. Then A is a strongly separable K-algebra iff (a) o: A ®K A -> A as above admits a two-sided splitting homomorphism, (b) AK is a progenerator, (c) A is a QF extension of K.
Proof. Let A be a strongly separable algebra over K<^A. Then (a) holds by definition, (b) follows since AK is finitely generated, projective, and faithful, and (c) is by [22, Satz 44 ]. The converse is clear.
Recall the pairing (G, £, H) associated with any finitely generated projective algebra A over K in Example 1.2. We may express the properties of Suppose we satisfy (a). Define cp: HomB (F, P)-> S via <r\g) = ^ifx(g(px)) f°r g e HomB (P, P) and / and px as above. Clearly <p is a left S-homomorphism. But <p(g) = a's[(g ® »s)(2iFi ®/)]» so it is easy to see that cp is an (S, 5')-homomorphism using the above remarks.
Finally, one checks that <p is split by A: S-> EndB (P) where X(s)(p) = sp, so that A: SSS ->-SFG(S)S admits an (S, 5")-splitting map. But A and <xs are the same map, so (a') follows.
Conversely, suppose that as: S -> FG(S) is an (S, 5")-split monomorphism. Since PR is finitely generated and projective, we have SFH(S)S = SP ®B Homs (P, S)ŝ sUoms(UomR(P,P),S)s by a map cp with [<p(x ®f)](g)=f(g(x)) for xeP, fie Homs (F, S), and g e HomB (F, P).
Thus any homomorphism from HomB (F, F) to S gives an element 2i Fi ® / e FH(S) ; an (5, 5')-homomorphism gives this element the property that j(2i Pi ® /) = (2¡ Pi ® /O5 f°r all s e S. Finally, if such a map splits as, this element must have the property that 2í/(F¡)=1s-So by our earlier remarks, a's must be (S, 5)-split.
3.3. Proposition. Let (G, F, H) be a pairing ofR and S with associated bimodule SPR such that SP is finitely generated and projective. Then condition (b) is equivalent to (b') ßR: RRR -* RHF(R)R^BEnds (SPR)R is an (R, R)-split monomorphism.
Proof. This proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 3.2 and is thus omitted. 3.6. Theorem. Let R be a commutative ring, PR a finitely generated projective module, and S an R-subalgebra of TndR (£fi). IfisPR gives a strongly separable pairing of R and S, then S is a faithful strongly separable R-algebra.
Proof. Since £B must be a progenerator, if Sr=0 for r e R, we have S(£r)=0; thus Pr = 0 and we must have r = 0. Thus SR is faithful.
Since SS is finitely generated and projective, and each of £B, B£*, and £* must be finitely generated and projective, it follows from Propositions 5.1 and 5.6 below that B(£ ®B £* (g>s S) is finitely generated and projective. But «S:SS^S£®B£*®SS is an S-split (and hence £-split) homomorphism, so that RS is isomorphic to a direct summand of B(£ (g)B £* ®s S) and so RS is finitely generated and projective.
Finally, consider the enveloping algebra Se = S®B S° of S (see [2] ). Since s£ and £| are finitely generated and projective, there is a split Se-epimorphism 0 2 Se -*■ P ®B £*. Further, by Proposition 3.2 there is a split Se-epimorphism £ <8>b £* -* S. Thus S is Se-projective, so S is a separable £-algebra.
Corollary.
If S is strongly separably paired to the ring of integers Z, then S is a faithful strongly separable Z-algebra. Now let (G, £, H) be a pairing of £ and S, and let (G', £', H') be a pairing of S and T. It follows easily from the definition of adjoint functors that iGG', £'£, HH') is a pairing of £ and £. A similar result for strongly separable pairings holds by a routine check of the definition. 3 .8. Proposition. Ler (G, F, H) be a strongly separable pairing of R and S, andlet(G', F', H') be a strongly separable pairing of S and T. Then(GG', F'F, ////') is a strongly separable pairing of R and T.
4. Strongly separable extensions. In §1 we defined Frobenius and QF pairings to generalize Frobenius and QF extensions. This was done so that 5 is a Frobenius (respectively QF) extension of R iff the pairing (G, F, H) of Example 1.2 is a Frobenius (respectively QF) pairing. We use the same technique to define strongly separable extensions of rings.
Let S be an extension of R with SR finitely generated and projective, and define functors G, F, and H as in Example 1.2. We call S a strongly separable extension of R in case the pairing (G, F, H) is a strongly separable pairing. For extensions, the defining conditions on such pairings become (a) the map a: S ®B S-> S via a(x ® y)=xy is an (S, S)-split epimorphism, (b') RRR is an (R, F)-direct summand of RSR, (c) S is a QF extension of R. Notice that (a) is the defining condition for the separable extensions of Hirata and Sugano [13] .
4.1. Example. Let G be a group with a subgroup H of finite index, say n. If R is a ring with nR = R, then RG is a strongly separable extension of RH.
Proof. Hirata and Sugano [13] show that (a) is satisfied, while Kasch [18] shows that RG is a Frobenius extension of RH. Finally, the map RG -> RH via 2g agg * 2h agg 's a two-sided F/7-homomorphism which splits the inclusion map RH -*■ RG, so we satisfy condition (b').
4.2. Example. Let R be any ring. Then the ring Mn(R) of nxn matrices over F is a strongly separable extension of R.
Proof. Again, Hirata and Sugano show that (a) is satisfied. We have (b') since the map [riy] ->-rn is an (R, Z<)-homomorphism of Mn(R) onto R which is split by the inclusion map r -*■ rAMniR) of R into Mn(R). Finally, Mn(R) is a Frobenius extension of R since <p: HomB (Mn(R), R) -> Mn(R) via cp(f) = [/(ew)]f is easily seen to be a left Afn(F)-right /»¡-isomorphism.
Notice that by Theorem 3.6, if S is a strongly separable extension of a commutative ring R^center(S), then S is a strongly separable /{-algebra.
We now generalize certain results of Auslander and Goldman [2] fur central separable algebras to strongly separable extensions. Recall that if A is a central separable algebra over K, then Ae^EndK(AK) as rings. We use F=EndB(5B) as the analogue of the enveloping algebra in these generalizations. 4.3. Proposition. Let S be a strongly separable extension of R, and let E=EndR(SR). Then the map it: F->S defined via -rr(f)=f(l) is a split E-epimorphlsm.
Proof. Clearly it is an £-epimorphism. Since SR is a progenerator by 3.4(c), ES is a progenerator; so ES is projective and it must be F-split.
For the remainder of this section, let £ and it be as in the above proposition. Forany£-module£andany X^ E, define AnnK iX)={ke K\ xrc=0forallx e X}.
If X is a right ideal of £, Ann* iX) is clearly a left £-submodule of K.
4.4. Theorem. Let S be a strongly separable extension of R. Then for any EM, the map ttm: Hom£ (S, Af) -> AnnM (ker n) via ■rTM(fi)=fils) is an E-isomorphism.
Proof. Since ES is a generator, ttm is an £-monomorphism of HomB (S, M) into M clearly. But for fie HomB (S, M), we have (kerw)/(l) =fiHkem)l) = /((ker *)*$*)) =/Wker7r)) =/(0) = 0, so that the image of ttm is contained in AnnM (ker it).
But take any m e AnnM (ker n). Then pm: E -> M via pm(a) = awj is in Hom£ (£, A/). But ker pm = ker tr, so pm induces a map g e HomE (£/ker 7r, M) ïrloDij (S, Ai) with g(l) = pm(l) = m. Thus ttm is onto AnnM (ker n).
Corollary.
7/" S /'j a strongly separable extension ofR, then R = Anns (ker n).
Proof. Since ES is a progenerator, £ s End£ (ES)° via the map r -»■ />r by Morita [19] . Thus the inverse map/->-/(l)
is an isomorphism of HomB (S, S) onto £. So £ = Anns (ker tt) by the above theorem. Most of the individual properties we study are shared by rings paired somewhat more weakly than by strongly separable pairings. We shall try to give only those hypotheses we need on the pairing for each property we study. A standing corollary of these results will be their application to strongly separable pairings.
Because of the symmetries of strongly separable pairings we noted in 3.4(b), we shall deal only with left modules and we shall only prove that if one of £ or S has a certain property, the other must also have that property. The symmetric statements for strongly separable pairings will be a standing corollary.
We deal first with properties involving projective, injective, and flat modules. Proof, (a) is quite straightforward using (a) and (b) of Proposition 5.3. For (b), using Proposition 5.3(c), it will suffice to obtain a bound on Ids(P ®B Q) for an injective RQ. Since PR is finitely generated and projective, we have F ®B Q^P ®B HomB (R, g)sHomB(P*, Q); so using [6, Chapter VI, 5.1] together with the fact that RQ is injective we have for any left S-module SN that Extg (N, P ®B Q) £ Extg (N, HomB (P*, Q)) ~ HomB (TorB (F*, N), Q).
Thus Ids(P ®B Q)= rVds(Ps), and (b) follows. For (c), since s£ is finitely generated and projective, the functor H has a right adjoint by Theorem 1.1, (a') and (b'). We may apply Theorem 5.3(b) to the functor H, obtaining the inequalities IdRiM)^IdsiFiM))^IdRiHFiM)) = IdBiM) since M is £-injective.
Let (G, £, H) be a pairing of R and S with an associated bimodule SPR which is both a projector and an injector. To consider the finistic dimension LfiPD, we need the following proposition.
5.7. Proposition. Let £ and S be rings and let SUR be a bimodule. Then SU ®B M is finitely generated for all finitely generated RM iff SU is finitely generated.
Proof. Letting RM=RR, it is clear that it is necessary that SU be finitely generated. Conversely, suppose that SU is finitely generated and let RM be finitely generated. Then there is an epimorphism 0 2n rR -*-rM -*■ 0. so that the sequence 0 2n sU (g)B £ -> SU ®B M -> 0 is exact. Since SU is finitely generated, SU ®B M must be finitely generated.
Thus if a pairing of £ and S satisfies the hypotheses of corollary 5.5(a) with the associated module s£ finitely generated, we have £/££(£) =£/££(S).
Cartan and Eilenberg [6, p. 15] show that £ is left semihereditary iff every finitely generated submodule of a projective left £-module is projective. Proof. Let £ be left semihereditary, and let s£ be a finitely generated submodule of the projective module SN. Since P$ is flat and RP* is finitely generated and projective, G(£) is isomorphic to a finitely generated submodule of the projective module G(A). Thus G(£) is projective, whence by Theorem 5.2(c), K is projective. So S is left semihereditary.
The converse is a duplicate of the above argument, noting that we must have £ preserve finitely generated modules; i.e., s£ must be finitely generated.
We now consider left self-injective rings.
5.9. Proposition. Let (G, £, H) be a pairing of R and S whose associated bimodule SPR is an injector, and suppose that SS is G-injective. Then if R is left self-injective, S is left self-injective.
Proof. The module B£*^BG(S) is finitely generated and projective, so that BG(S) is injective. Thus sFGiS) is injective, so since SS is G-injective, SS is isomorphic to a direct summand of S£G(S) and is thus injective. Now let us consider rings with chain conditions on left or right ideals. Our main result in this direction is based upon the faithfully exact functors of Ishikawa [15] . A functor £: RJi -*■ SJ( is faithfully exact in case a sequence a-Lb-^c Now y is clearly order-preserving; we must show that <p is one-to-one. Let M', M" he submodules of M with M' = M". Then M' n M" is a proper submodule of AT, so that 9î(Af' n M") is a proper submodule of <p(M'). But by [5, Lemma 7, p . 32], 9>(Af n M")=cp(M') n <p(M"); so cp(M') n <p(M") is a proper submodule of <p(Af). Thus cp(M')^<p(M") and ç> is one-to-one. 5 .12. Corollary. Let SPR be a bimodule with PR faithfully flat. For an R-module M, if SP ®fi Af is artinian (respectively noetherian), so is M. In particular, if SP is finitely generated and S is left artinian (respectively left noetherian), R is left artinian (respectively left noetherian).
Proof. The first statement is straightforward. The second follows since R is left artinian (left noetherian) iff every finitely generated "Af is artinian (noetherian).
In particular, if R and S are strongly separably paired, and if either of R or S has a chain condition on left ideals, so must the other. However, unlike rings which have equivalent categories of modules, there need not be an isomorphism between the lattices of two-sided ideals of R and S. For example, let K be a field and G be a finite group such that the characteristic of K is prime to \G\. Then KG is a strongly separable extension of K, but in general KG is not simple.
We now examine some special types of rings. For these, we shall assume that £ and S are strongly separably paired, although the results may hold under somewhat weaker hypotheses. 5.13. Proposition. Let £ and S be strongly separably paired. Then R is QF iff S is QF Proof. Recall that £ is QF iff £ is left noetherian and left self-injective (see [23] ). The result then follows by Corollary 5.11 and Proposition 5.8.
Cogenerator rings (see [23] ) generalize QF rings. A ring £ is a cogenerator ring in case B£ is a cogenerator; i.e., in case for any RM there is a monomorphism 0 ->-BM->-T~[A RR for some index set A.
5.14. Proposition. Let R and S be strongly separably paired. Then R is a cogenerator ring iff S is a cogenerator ring.
Proof. Let (G, £, H) be a strongly separable pairing of £ and S with associated bimodule S£B. For any RM, we have £ <g>8 M^HomR (£*, M), so since HomB (p*, n m\ s n Hom« (p*> M«)> we have £ <g>B \~\A M" S Ua P <8>r Ma.
Since B£ is a cogenerator, for any SN there is a monomorphism 0 ->■ HiN) -> EU rR f°r some A. Then 0 -> £/7(A/) -> \~[A SP is a monomorphism, so since SN is //-projective, there is a monomorphism 0^-JV^ T~[a sP. Thus s£ is a cogenerator. But s£ is finitely generated and projective, so SS is a cogenerator.
The converse is by symmetry. As another generalization of QF rings we have the left QF-3 rings of [9] . A ring £ is left QF-3 in case £ is left artinian and the injective hull £(£) of B£ is projective. 5.15. Proposition. Let R and S be strongly separably paired. Then R is ¡eft QF-3 iff S is left QF-3.
Proof. Let £ be left QF-3. Then S is left artinian by Corollary 5.11, so we must show that £(SS) is projective.
Let (G, £, H) be a strongly separable pairing of £ and S with associated bimodule SPR. Now £(£) is projective, so since B£* is finitely generated and projective, EiRP*) is projective. Then £(£(B£*)) is projective. But £(£(B£*)) contains a submodule isomorphic to £(£*), so £(s£(£*)) must be projective. Finally, since SS is isomorphic to a direct summand of £(£*)^£G(S), £(SS) must be projective.
Thus S is left QF-3.
Again, the converse is by symmetry. Finally, left perfect rings were characterized by Bass [3, p. 468] as those rings for which every direct limit of projective modules is projective. But Govorov [11] proved that every flat module is a direct limit of projective modules, so £ is left perfect iff every flat £-module is projective. The following proposition is then clear by Theorem 5.2.
